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Recovery work in action at SH5 Elands and Esk underslips

Keeping people and freight moving
Our immediate focus is on recovery work; opening roads 
to two lanes and maintaining them so they are safe to 
travel on. This work is fully funded, and our crews are 
working hard to make this happen. 

We’re also investigating areas where we need to plan 
and seek funding for permanent, more resilient solutions. 
Think long term structural changes or raising sections of 
highways that could help roads stay open or ensure they 
can reopen faster in the future.

Part of TREC’s work is to carry 
out maintenance each summer 
season. This involves repairing 
and resurfacing damaged 
roads, replacing rumble strips 
and signs and clearing drains. 
Crews are on track to complete 
this season’s planned work 
by June and are progressing 
additional sites. 

How a recovery project progresses
Each recovery site moves through various stages. After planning, solutions are designed, 
constructed and completed with ongoing monitoring and maintenance.

Construct
The physical work is underway with crew, equipment, local contractors and 
suppliers, along with any traffic management up and running. 

Design
The engineering team investigates the problem and designs a solution that will be 
suitable for the environment and how it will be used.

Complete
Construction work is complete. We monitor and maintain it 
for a period before formally handing it back to NZTA.

Ongoing maintenance work

  Devil’s Elbow – SH2
Work is underway to reinforce the steep slopes and improve drainage. Crews 
have built a retaining wall that will create a stable base so we can restore the 
lost road lane and shoulder. We’re investigating rebuild options to make this 
route more resilient, subject to NZTA Board endorsement and funding.

  Mangaturanga Bridge repair – SH2
The bridge was structurally sound but the 

deck was damaged. We deconstructed  
part of the bridge deck and replaced it  

with a new one. 

  Captain’s Culvert – SH5
We’ve been repairing the 

underslip (a drop-out in 
the road) and carrying out 

other work including clearing 
debris, adding rock to help 
with erosion, widening the 

road seal and installing safety 
barrier. Work is expected to be 

complete in May 2024.

  Mangahauini and Hicks Bay 
underslip – SH35
We’re stabilising the road, maintaining it 
and monitoring sites while work to look at 
longer term options continues. Work to repair 
an underslip between Hicks Bay and Lottin 
Point will start shortly. More recovery work 
between Tokomaru Bay and Te Puia Springs is 
underway. Around $45M of recovery work is 
planned on SH35. 

  Waikaretaheke Slip Repair - SH38
Four major under slips occurred along a section of 
highway next to the Waikaretaheke River. Two were 
repaired in 2023, one was completed in February 
2024 and work on the final site is underway. 

  Tukipo Stream Bridge - SH50
Work to repair part of the bridge structure and remove debris 
is underway and expected to be complete in April 2024.

Recovery work by 
the numbers

 419
sites identified  

for recovery work

 134
recovery sites are 

complete and being 
maintained by TREC

 58
recovery sites are 
in construction or 

construction planning

 131
recovery sites  
are in design

What is recovery work?
Work to restore the state highway and rail networks to 
a functional level to keep them open and operational. 

In some cases, this means a quick fix to keep  
people moving until permanent solutions are found  
and funded. 

 Clearing slips and stabilising slopes

 River and road edge repairs 

 Drainage works

 Road repairs

 Safety barrier replacement

 $384M
recovery funding
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Some of the fully funded recovery 
projects we’re working on

before before

after after

Maintenance work going well

Delivering fast results for communities
We’re rebuilding stronger and safer highways for thriving East Coast communities


